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Serious Sam HD: The Second
Encounter is an expanded game of

Serious Sam HD: The First
Encounter, complete with fully

updated visuals and mechanics and
four new multiplayer modes

including Versus, Team
Deathmatch, Capture the Flag and
Survivor where you play as one of

the four multiplayer characters.
The heroes of Serious Sam HD:
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The First Encounter, Amalthea,
Sam and the Kishinev Golem have

been given new roles, with
Amalthea as the Mastermind and

Sam as the Great Warlord.
Amalthea is the devious tactician

and experimental operations
officer and the Great Warlord has
access to powerful weapons and
abilities. Serious Sam HD: The

Second Encounter is an expanded
game of Serious Sam HD: The
First Encounter, complete with
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fully updated visuals and
mechanics and four new

multiplayer modes including
Versus, Team Deathmatch,

Capture the Flag and Survivor
where you play as one of the four
multiplayer characters. The heroes

of Serious Sam HD: The First
Encounter, Amalthea, Sam and the
Kishinev Golem have been given
new roles, with Amalthea as the

Mastermind and Sam as the Great
Warlord. Amalthea is the devious
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tactician and experimental
operations officer and the Great
Warlord has access to powerful

weapons and abilities. The heroes
of Serious Sam HD: The First

Encounter, Amalthea, Sam and the
Kishinev Golem have been given
new roles, with Amalthea as the

Mastermind and Sam as the Great
Warlord. Amalthea is the devious

tactician and experimental
operations officer and the Great
Warlord has access to powerful
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weapons and abilities. Features:
Highly Modular Map System

(HMS) allowing the addition of
new Multiplayer game modes.
Four-player online multiplayer

gameplay: Versus: Head to head
fighting between two players, both

must shoot at the same target.
Team Deathmatch: Two teams
must fight against each other.

Capture the Flag: Two teams must
capture a point the other must

defend. Survivor: One team will
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have to defend a position against
the other team. Four-player offline

multiplayer: Missions: Team
Deathmatch and Capture the Flag
Adventure Mode: a survival and
progression game with two game
modes, Story and Survival (New
game mode) Multiplayer: The
game works with up to four

players. Training: Practice the new
and classic weapons of Serious

Sam in this training mode.
3da54e8ca3
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